[Surgical reality and prognostic criteria of severe infections of the hand].
The aim of this study was to evaluate, whether early and radical debridement for hand infections within a single operation followed by at most one second-look revision, is considered as sufficient to heal the infection or not. As one revision followed by at most one second-look revision is not successful for all cases, the value of defined variables on the clinical course and their clinical relevance were evaluated. In this prospective study 50 patients (Mean age: 44; SD: 18 years of age) were included, who underwent surgical treatment in our hospital for severe infection of the hand. The individual course of each patient was documented. Patients, who needed more than two operations to heal the infection (group B) were compared with patients, who underwent one operation followed by at most one second-look revision (group A) under consideration of cause of infection, microbiology, pretreatment, preexistent diseases, and C-reactive protein. Mean inpatient treatment lasted 19.3 (SD: 19.2) days. Patients underwent 4.4 operations (range: 1-24). For infect healing 22 of the 50 patients (group A) required 1-2 surgical revisions. For 28 patients (group B) more than 2 revisions were necessary. For patients of group B the cause for the infection was more often unknown (p<0.05). Patients who already underwent pretreatment externally showed a significantly increased risk for a prolonged course (p<0.05). A preexistent disease or an increase of CRP had no significant influence on the healing process (p>0.05). Even if the concept of early and radical surgical debridement is consistently and adequately realized, healing of hand infection was achieved in less than 50% of the cases with one revision followed by at most one second-look revision. Particularly patients, who already underwent pretreatment externally before evaluation of a hand surgeon seem to be inclined to a prolonged courses of treatment.